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minutes, try any survey that works for you. 11/07/2021, Hardware bee In this guide, we have presented the basic concepts of frequency domain analysis and how to apply it to electronic circuits. We have also discussed filtering topologies using resistors, capacitors and inducers, which can be used to model the frequency response of an input signal.
Now, we have enough background to analyze one of the most crucial components in electronic circuits: the operating amplifiers, also called Op-Amps. The Operating Amplifier is an active component composed of a large number of transistors, and its main feature is the amplification of tension. This device is very flexible and can be applied to very
different applications, such as signal amplification, active filtering, non-linear circuits, oscillators and mathematical operations. Operating amplifiers receive this name because of their ability to perform mathematical operations, such as sum, subtraction, multiplication, etc. In this article, we will present the operating amplifiers in their ideal and real
form, discussing the main features and limitations of the device and providing examples of real life. Figure 1: Operating amplifier Symbol The ideal operating amplifier is a three-terminal device capable of amplifying the voltage difference between two V+ and V'inputs, resulting in voltage flown from the equation (the amplifier is the open-cycle gain):
The ideal operating amplifier also has an infinite input impedance, which means that the inputs act as open circuits, with no current flowing into the amplifier. Finally, the ideal operating amplifier offers an infinite open-cycle gain (VO = infinite). Although this makes no sense in an open-loop context, it is extremely useful in electronic analysis when
applying a feedback. This because ©, In general, the open circuit gain of the operating amplifiers is very large, allowing this simplification. To understand how this can be applied, we solve the nodal equations of the following circuit, where RF 160; provides negative feedback to the operating amplifier: Figure 2: Example of Short-Circuit Virtual
Circuit © Ideal operating amplifiers, subjected to negative feedback, reduces the difference between the inputs to zero, the voltage of the inverse input V is forced to be equal to the V+noninverse input. Thus, the entrances act as a short circuit. However, since © There's no electricity between the entrances, this is called a virtual short circuit. This
function allows control of a voltage with another voltage without direct connection and without current flow. In fact, the virtual property of the short circuit is responsible for one of the most useful circuits in electronics: the voltage buffer. Figure 3: Voltage buffer If you need to copy the value of a voltage signal into a load but cannot afford to have
electricity flowing from your signal source, the voltage buffer is the right circuit for the job. In this case, you can connect the signal source to the non-reverse input, which is copied to the reverse input via the virtual short circuit. The operating amplifier is therefore responsible for driving the necessary current. Virtual Ground The virtual ground is a
consequence of the short virtual that can be used to simplify signal analysis. If the ideal operating amplifier is subjected to negative feedback, and the non-reverse input is connected to the ground, it can simply be considered, because of the short virtual circuit. This is called virtual soil and can significantly reduce the amount of calculations during
Solve. The Invert Amplifier The main objective of an operating amplifier is to amplify signals. However, as we have seen before, you cannot use your infinite voltage gain to perform directly operations. Instead, a typical operating amplifier circuit applies a negative feedback, and its endless open-loop gain forces both inputs to be equal. Therefore, the
voltage gain is not selected from the operating amplifier. Instead, it is the negative feedback that defines the overall gain of the amplifier circuit. We can use the most elementary topology of amplifiers: the inverse operating amplifier. Figure 4: The Inverse Amplifier Because of the negative feedback, we can apply the virtual land concept to the X
node. So, Vx=0V and the nodal equation is simple: Therefore, the circuit provides an inverse gain proportional to the ratio between e.160; This gain is also called closed circuit gain. Therefore, the voltage gain can easily be changed simply by replacing the feedback resistance without modifying the operating amplifier. This example shows how flexible
the operating amplifiers are. Another famous topology of amplifiers is the non-inverse amplifier. In this case, the gain is positive and proportional to the ratio between the operating amplifiers. To analyze this circuit, we can apply the concept of virtual short circuit, forcing VX to be equal to VIN. In this case, the nodal equations are simplified to: Figure
5: Notice not to Invert Amplifier that the gain is similar to the reverse, with the addition of a term. The Real Operational Amplifier The ideal operating amplifier is a useful concept that can greatly simplify the process of resolving amplifier circuits. However, the operating amplifiers of the real world have a finite open-cycle gain, and this gain also
depends on the frequency. Therefore, using the ideal operating amplifier model can introduce large calculation errors when applying low gain amplifiers at the desired frequency. Finish Open-Loop Gain When it comes to amplifiers with little open-loop gain, you cannot apply the ideal operating amplifier model. Moreover, when the closed circuit gain
is not at least ten times smaller than the open cycle gain, the calculation error may not be tolerable. In this case, you can simply apply the basic operating amplifier equation: Vo=A0(V+V); V). Considering that the gain is dependent on the frequency, we can use the Laplace transformation to calculate the output voltage: the compensated operating
amplifiers present a first order response at low step. A low first-order step can be described by the low-step filter equations presented in Part II of this tutorial. In this case, the answer is described by a DC A0 gain and a Fc cut frequency: Note that this response changes both the magnitude and the phase of the amplifier~ Apply this equation to the
circuit of the non-inverted amplifier, instead of the hypothesis of virtual short circuit, to see how this affects the final result: let's start with the nodal equations. However, we should not consider Vx=Vin in this case, for node X: Now, this equation may seem a bit frightening. However, let us simplify its meaning. Consider that the ideal closed circuit
gain is called Gcl. Then: Now we can clearly se e that: if the open-cycle gain tends to infinity, the transfer function becomes equal to Gcl and we can apply the ideal operating amplifier model. Also, if Gcl
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